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Nation, Sexuality and Gender in Literary
Representations of Ilona Zrínyi

Tímea Jablonczay

An interest in women writers is not entirely new to contemporary Hunga-
rian literary criticism. However, interpretations related to issues of gender,
sexuality and nation have been largely left out of literary scholarship. In
my paper I will examine literary representations of Ilona Zrínyi (Jelena
Zrinska). Rather than focusing on the biography of this historical per-
sonality, the subject of my analysis will be her representations in selected
narratives that feature her as the main protagonist, with an emphasis on
Mária Szentmihályi Szabó’s novel Zrínyi Ilona.1

Ilona Zrínyi is one of the few women in Hungarian collective
memory that have not been “forgotten” and neither was her inclusion in
Hungarian history ever banned or suppressed by changing regimes. Her
figure has been constantly evoked and re-imagined in historical literary
narratives and visual representations and as such, she is deeply embedded
in national cultural memory. Nevertheless, one question immediately
arises: which collective memory casts her story into a particular narrative?
In the 19th century, her figure became mythical, her portrait woven into a
nation-building ideology. Historians, literary scholars, and writers tended
to depict her figure as a symbol of national freedom and her story often
became an allegory of nationalistic ideas. I will examine how Ilona
Zrínyi’s historical figure was appropriated by nationalist discourse parti-
cularly between the two World Wars. In discussing this particular example
of Hungarian nationalism, I will pay particular attention to the role of
gender in nation-building discursive practices. I will be asking the follow-
ing two questions: which line of rhetoric identifies Irona Zrínyi with the
role of the mother of the nation; and what historical, cultural and political
context was able to cast her in that role? My arguments are based on works
in social history of the 17th century and the period of 1920-1945.
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Two sets of national narratives about Ilona Zrínyi seem to have
emerged. In one concept of the nation, the one in which gender is homo-
genized and totalised by rhetorical strategies, she repeatedly became the
symbol of national coherence: the warrior woman, the wife of Ferenc
Rákóczi I, the mother of national hero Ferenc Rákóczi II, the loving wife
of Imre Thököly, the niece of the famous Hungarian poet and commander
Miklós Zrínyi, the daughter of Péter Zrínyi, Ban of Croatia. We can see
from this list that she appears as belonging to men, her personality takes up
meaning and significance mostly in relation to them. The historian of the
period, Ágnes R. Várkonyi, who attempted to understand the role of this
historical figure in its cultural and historical context, constructs another
narrative about her. In it, Ilona Zrínyi is a modern landowner, the pleni-
potentiary mistress of the Rákóczi estate, the “lord lieutenant” of the
county of Sáros; she makes history during the siege of Munkács2 but not
so much as a revolutionary as an outstanding diplomat and politician.3 I
will investigate how social consciousness has shaped narratives about
Ilona Zrínyi’s life, deeds and personality — especially during the interwar
period — and attempted to present her according to the dominant images
of femininity and women’s social roles. Ilona Zrínyi as a national heroine
is a metaphorical figure in national ideology and as such it offers an
example to follow. It is also inextricably linked to the image of the “dowa-
ger,” which has a particular significance in Hungarian social history.4

I will be using the example of Mária Szentmihályi-Szabó’s novel
titled Ilona Zrínyi5 in order to demonstrate how to work female national
identity as a discursive strategy within a national narrative. For my analy-
sis of the historical context, I will be relying on Jürgen Habermas’s theory
of the public sphere.6 I will argue that the historical figure Ilona Zrínyi was
appropriated under the Horthy-era for ideological purposes. It was a
contradictory appropriation as her image of the “mother of the nation” was
based on both feminine and masculine aspects, but because of her
secondary position in relation to her male counterparts, sexual and national
identity completely merged in this representation.

Gender, sexuality and nation

There are numerous examples in theories about nationalistic discourse that
are related to female identity patterns, roles and figures.7 I wish to explore
some junctions that are pertinent to critical discourse analysis. If we look
at nationalist discourse in relation to female identities, we will be able to
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understand, on the one hand, the social and cognitive processes that al-
lowed one social group privileged access to and control over other groups
and, on the other, the relationship between nationalism and gender, parti-
cularly in the historical periods under scrutiny.

Recently, feminist scholars have drawn attention to the fact that
“all nations depend on powerful constructions of gender.”8 Masculine and
feminine roles in nation-building have been subject to both historical and
rhetorical analysis. Historically, the concept of the nation has been tied to
the construction of gender identities.9 The nation as an “imagined commu-
nity”10 not only constructs identities but also defines gender roles
designated for its citizens. Femininity and masculinity and the construction
of normative sexuality have evolved in various forms of nationalism; in
turn, the nation is linked to gender by these very same discursive practices.
Nationalism and gender as linked to hierarchical relations run through all
systems of cultural representation. In the constitution and control of
national cultural representation leadership is a privilege of men. Men and
women do not share the same right of access to national resources since
the preferred gender identity in relation to the nation is masculine.11 In this
discourse women are ascribed a symbolic and metaphorical role. The role
of women and the family is, first and foremost, tied to national symbols.
Women’s role in nationalist discourse can be considered as one of submis-
sion because, as symbolic carriers of the nation, they represent a meta-
phorical liminality without being given any space as agents of the nation in
the public sphere. That is to say, the national discourse offers a mute
position for women; women cannot have their own identity since they
have no national identity (“the nation remains the property of men”). Thus
women’s identity lacks both a collective and a subjective dimension.12

According to Nira Yuval Davis and Floya Anthias, the participation of
women in the national project does not seem to be a passive one because
their symbolic status is connected to their reproductive role: in the nation-
alist rhetoric they can produce the “pure” nation which is both a biological
and an ideological reproduction (culturally and symbolically defending the
borders of the nation, therefore the nation is reproduced through their role
as a symbolic border guard).13

Women’s participation in nation-building and the development of
the modern bourgeois public sphere reveals complicated intersections and
crossings between the private and the public spheres. At the end of the 19th

century, social and economical changes in Hungary had shifted the
structure of both the private sphere and that of the traditional family.
Women’s access to higher education and their increased professional and
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employment opportunities along with their organizing in various associ-
ations encouraged women to take on a more public role. After 1919, pre-
World War I feminism that had dared to openly challenge patriarchy
encountered a conservative and right-wing discourse within the women’s
movement itself, along with an anti-feminist backlash in the public arena.
Christian political (including women’s) organisations with a conservative
agenda began to negate women’s emancipation using essentialist argu-
ments.

During the interwar period, the horizontal private-public polariza-
tion was masked by nationalist strategies attempting to demonstrate that
women were equal subjects in the public sphere. Both women and men
had been given the right to vote, but behind this apparent equality, women
continued to be controlled both in the public and the private spheres.
National consciousness (as dictated by the conservative Horthy-regime)
with regard to political reform — along with a Christian nationalist ide-
ology — tried to preserve traditional female roles and family models. This
was supported by the existing social systems (educational, political, legal,
family, media, cultural, etc). However, parallel to attempts to revert to a
conservative family model and gender roles, the fact that the modern way
of life gradually gained more and more ground (through the media and
improved educational opportunities) could neither be halted nor ignored.14

Political and regional revisionism — the period’s dominant
agenda, aiming to restore the “historical,” pre-war territories taken away
from Hungary in the Trianon Treaty — offered women a symbolic place in
the program of nation-building through the rhetoric of cultural national-
ism.15 Women’s traditional roles in the family were expanded into the role
of the mother of the nation. The trope for the family as nation and for the
nation as family works in a discursive way in the stabilization of the nation
state.16 The agenda of political revision of Hungary’s borders had tied
women to the frame of motherhood and the frame of nationhood. Thus it is
understandable why feminism was a thorn in the eye of nationalist rheto-
ric. Feminism was often — wrongly — perceived as an attack on mother-
hood and — rightly — as challenging traditional gender values; therefore,
because of the metaphorical identification of the nation with motherhood,
women’s emancipation was seen as dangerous for the nation. Thus liberal
feminism, along with all other activism or organization not in agreement
with the national framework, had to be stifled.
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“What can Ilona Zrínyi teach us today?”17

Nationalism has to operate political myths such as the “invention of
tradition” in order to sustain the idea of the powerful, substantial nation.18

The invented traditions are based on either symbolic or ritualistic rules,
revising certain behaviour patterns and stressing the continuity of the past
so as to maintain the constructed coherence of the nation. Invented tradi-
tions have significant social and political functions and none of these
traditions would come into existence nor establish themselves if they were
not able to acquire these functions.19 Many woman writers from the
interwar period, among them Mária Szentmihályi-Szabó, took on impor-
tant roles in this process through their historical and biographical novels.
Significant historical events and heroines or transformed orders of histori-
cal events and turning points are at the centre of these narratives. These
texts also work in the collective memory by producing continuity between
the past and the present; that way collective cohesion, an “us”-conscious-
ness is reinforced and the process of exclusion established.  Szentmihályi-
Szabó’s novel about Ilona Zrínyi not only portrays a female historical
figure’s life but it also serves as a good example of collective identity
formation and of how collective memory operates.

Other, male authors, such as Sándor Takáts in his study Régi
magyar nagyasszonyok (Hungarian dowagers of the past) attempted to
reinvent the role of the dowager as a socially constructed concept.20 Takáts
only depicts Kata Zrínyi and Dorica Zrínyi while Ilona Zrínyi is left out
both in this book and a later one, Magyar nagyasszonyok (Hungarian
dowagers) published in 1926. Although he does include Ilona Zrínyi in
some other texts, she is represented as a woman whose political judgment
becomes emphasized once she is forced into the role of the dowager.
Takáts emphasizes her “masculine spirit” with a didactical message, but
her representation (or rather lack of it) is produced through her political
relation with the Habsburgs (and/or with the Germans).21 Takáts’s texts
extol women’s symbolic role as guardians of the nation. Thus in Magyar
nagyasszonyok women can surpass men by selflessly living for the nation
and by being capable of dying for their ideals. In the author’s words,
women “are the most faithful guardians of national traditions, customs and
of the national language;” “they are the biggest enemies of foreign fashion
and morals,” and they learned what it means “to blaze for national glory,
to yearn for national goals; “they cannot be persuaded to leave their
homeland” and they lure their husbands back home from Vienna when
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“the Viennese wind blows the memory of their Hungarian homes out of
their [the husbands’] heads.”22

The anti-Habsburg resistance is a constitutive element in the con-
struction of Ilona Zrínyi’s role as a dowager in the works of Miklós Aszta-
los and József Vértes. They emphasize her marriage to Rákóczi and her
role as a mother while Thököly, her second husband, is marginalised. In
these representations, Ilona’s marriage to Rákóczi gains significance not
for its romantic dimension but for its decisive impact on the national
cause. What matters is the strategic element contained in the maintenance
of property, the building of family connections, and the Wesselényi
conspiracy: “glory was waving at Rákóczi and the road to St. Steven’s
crown was free.”23 These are just some examples of the numerous Ilona
Zrínyi representations in the first half of the 20th century. Her 1906
reburial — along with Thököly and Rákóczi — provoked a renewed
literary interest in her figure. Regarding her cult, 1943 became a really
important year as this was the 300th anniversary of her birth. During this
period, it was particularly important to reinvent historical personalities and
events and to celebrate them as a vital part of collective memory.

It is highly significant that Ilona Zrínyi appears as the central
figure in Ágnes R. Várkonyi’s recent research.24 Here Ilona Zrínyi has
become recontextualized and revalued as she is interpreted as a sovereign
personality, a politician and diplomat without the attributes of the dowa-
ger. In Várkonyi’s interpretation, Zrinyi’s marriage to Rákóczi made her
the richest woman in Hungary. Widowed at thirty-three, she had the
decision-making power of an autonomous leader. Thanks to her out-
standing diplomatic skills, she negotiated that her son (Ferenc Rákóczi II)
not be put under the guardianship of Emperor Leopold. She became the
lord lieutenant of Sáros county and managed her domains. She supported
her people, listened to their complaints and helped them regardless of their
religious affiliation. Her subject status, her autonomy and decision-making
power cannot, however, solely be regarded as a Zrínyi inheritance. On the
one hand, in 17th-century Hungary, women were more equal to men than
they were 100 years later; on the other hand, Ilona Zrínyi was probably
also driven by the pressure of circumstances. Várkonyi emphasizes that
she did not have many relatives and that she led a very secluded life.

According to Várkonyi, Munkács became the centre of the modern
estates Ilona Zrínyi headed. In Munkács, she introduced trading activities
and established diplomatic relations. She corresponded with Poland and
Transylvania and kept the international political publics informed as much
as she kept herself informed. Várkonyi calls her a “diplomatic bridgehead”
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with the main function to manage foreign politics and to keep Europe’s
interest in Hungarian matters alive in times of the Ottoman invasion so as
to ensure the country’s political self-determination, religious freedom and
economic growth.25 According to historical research and in reference to
Habermas’s theory, the public sphere began to form as early as the 17th

century through the expression of a public opinion on foreign and
domestic policy.26 Information in newsletters, leaflets and weeklies
reached the public pointing to the existence of an information network.
The Ottoman invasion was followed with great interest all over Western
Europe. In this respect, Munkács was a strategic centre. Ilona Zrínyi was
featured in “headlines” in Italian, German, English, French, and Dutch
newspapers and leaflets. People worried about her, admired her, protested
on her behalf and she was considered the most courageous woman in
Europe. One French magazine depicted her covered in armour from head
to toe in front of burning bastions. In a Spanish drama, she was featured in
the collapsing great hall of her castle surrounded by clouds of gunpowder
smoke.”27 It was unprecedented in 17th century Europe “that a woman
would be compared to the ruler of the Habsburg Empire, Leopold I., King
of Germany and Hungary and Roman Emperor.”28

As Várkonyi has pointed out, for centuries the evaluation of Ilona
Zrínyi’s historical figure was constructed through a romantic-national
ideology. Her character had been endowed with stereotypes that fit the
ideology of a given period. In the interwar period, Ilona Zrínyi became a
nationalist symbol through the role of the dowager constructed by nati-
onalist ideology. The figures of the representative public sphere (not
interpreted by history) are able to lend themselves to national symboli-
zation because they do not resist the work of symbols; they embody the
possibility of identification and identity as in the representative public
sphere the lord, the crown coincides with the total state (nation). Aspects
of gender have to be taken into consideration as well since female figures
from the 16-17th centuries appeared as agents in certain historical situ-
ations: they participated actively in political life and thus shaped historical
events. Nationalist ideology from the romantic to the interwar periods
exploited these illusory identities centred in the representative public
sphere where its gender aspects transgressed the binary opposition of
hierarchic feudalism.

In the interwar years, with a weakening of patriarchy’s privileged
positions discussed above, the structures of power and submission were
yet again reinforced. The hierarchy had to be strengthened and mascu-
linity and femininity redefined according to their traditional attributes.
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Ilona Zrínyi thus becomes the defender of national culture, a mythical
figure. She is passive, subverted (too feminine) because she is a sup-
porting actor to her son, her father, her uncle and her two husbands. Thus
her heterosexual female identity becomes constructed by and through
men. The national–gender–sexual identity becomes linked to the role of
the dowager and socially accepted as a representation that reflects the
values and interests of the community and contributes to the constitution
of social consciousness.

The genre of Mária Szentmihályi-Szabó’s novel

This novel fits into the Hungarian historical and biographical narratives of
the 1920s and 1930s. We could define it with the term “historical-
biographical novel”29 because of its focus on biographical events and the
private life of the main protagonist. This “historical-biographical novel”
based on a historical narrative around a female protagonist adds a gender
aspect to the national discourse. A national allegory operates with a
totalizing homogenisation in the surface structure by concealing the dis-
continuities in the text.30 However, the splits and fractures are fixed in the
unconscious of the text. Thus the figure of Ilona Zrínyi becomes trans-
formed into a national symbol, but the ambivalence of the signification
system as symbolism and the operation of the ideological discourse are
revealed by her very representations as a national symbol.

In the 1930s Hungarian literature tended to search for topics in the
past that could serve as an analogy for the present while also projecting the
future. A representation of the historically authentic — the factual — was
therefore given preference. The actual series of events were written as a
pattern using a romantic template to make it look like an illusion of reality.
The narrative of the “imagined community,” however, cannot conceal the
tension that arises from the instability of the pursuit of an idealised uni-
formity. The presence of arbitrary symbols is used to create the narrative
of the nation; in other words, the narrative is a cultural construct attempt-
ing to set up meanings regarding the origins of the nation. The nation
appears as the signified in this allegory, but the process of representation
produces a slippage and repetition of the metonymic signification.31 The
homogeneous time of national stability prefers to be presented as
simultaneity by abolishing diversity so that the temporal shift in historical
time can be manifested. The metonymic slippage happens through the gen-
der aspects of discursive practices. In Szentmihályi-Szabó’s novel, wo-
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men’s subjectivity is part of a national narrative, built on the pattern of an
assumed past and the construction of a 17th-century gender role that, is,
again, considered socially acceptable in the public mind of the 1920s and
1930s.

This constructed role must be read as the product of a retrograde
history that dominates the thought of the official national discourse under
the Horthy-era with its claim of a linear historical narrative and a fixed
horizontal nation-space. Inasmuch as the past was regarded as meaningful
for the present, the selection of a past relevant to the construction of the
present became limited, including alternative roles for women; thus the
story of Ilona Zrínyi’s life did not allow the casting of a different kind of
female figure. Such reading of the past and of accepted roles for women
were deeply entrenched in the collective memory of Szentmihályiné’s
times and its institutional norms and practices. Although a patriarchal
construct, the “dowager” gender construction became transmitted by both
male and female writers to female readers through such historical-
biographical narratives.

In this respect, it is important to consider the process of this
novel’s reception and its use of genre. On the one hand, the novel demon-
strates the process of constructing the nation as an eternal albeit imaginary
form. On the other hand, the historical novel was a popular genre and thus
shaped readers’ attitudes by catering to large audiences and simultaneously
exerting an integrative function; the readers could understand themselves
as members of one nation rather than isolated individuals. National-
historical narratives thus contributed in an important way to the construc-
tion of a national identity in the 1930s. According to historians, ethnicity
did not actually play an integral part in the construction of collective
identity in feudal societies. Regional aspects, religious and possibly pro-
fessional status could be constitutive in the construction of collective
identities.32 The official view of history in the 1930s, which is represented
in the novel, however, held the common language and common origin to
be the main forces of cohesion. The novel is built on such “fictional ethni-
city” as it emphasizes national identity in Ilona Zrínyi’s self-definition.
Every feature of her character is submitted to national principles; thus
information about her Croatian background is withheld and so to speak
bracketed from the readers. The following quote shows how a common
Hungarian origin is created through the use of rhetoric: “The mother,
Katalin Frankopan, also came from a family that was proud of its past.
Although Croatians in origin, the Frankopans were Hungarian through and
through and stood out with their power and prowess as far back as the
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reign of the Árpád dynasty.”33 The protagonist Mózes Gaál knows that he
cannot lie about the discrepancy in the family’s background; therefore he
recurs to a rhetorical strategy to justify the attachment of Hungarianness to
the house of Árpád.

If we regard this novel through the lens of a Bildungsroman, we
can examine how a national narrative about a woman can establish the
heroine’s subject position. Such a narrative illustrates how the ideology of
male domination operates: the subordinates are influenced into accepting
their subordination without questioning it and they themselves create a
female representation based on homogenizing essentialism. The biogra-
phical genre is interesting for the ways in which this particular novel
embeds a woman’s life story in a traditionally patriarchal narrative genre
as a narrative of development (Bildungsroman). The heroine is void of
contradictions; her character and habits do not change. Instead of a self-
reflecting subjectivity accompanying a fragmented career path — which
would have been allowed in the historical context — her identity, from the
first moment on, seems to be coherent and embedded in a pre-narrative
frame. The plot of the narrative follows a pre-modern literary pattern as it
is motivated by predestination. The destiny of the female protagonist is
indicated from the beginning of her life story and the relationships
between the protagonists can be regarded as framed by a predetermined
national destiny. Being a subject of history as a female Bildungsroman
protagonist is interesting given that traditionally this genre was reserved
for the subject development of a male protagonist. The main ambivalence
of the narrative form in this case lies in the fact that the heroine does not
need to enter the social sphere because she is already placed there from
birth, but she does have to take on an identity only accessible to men in
patriarchal discourse. For the narrative the identity of the heroine is
accounted for as given and coherent, her subject position in the socio-
symbolic order is identified with a position of power. In this sense the
conventional linear narrative form frames the metaphorical identification
of the family story (the woman’s life story) and the national (pre-modern)
history: Ilona Zrínyi’s life story and identity become the (hi)story of the
nation’s own identity. The heroine acquires a subject position through the
pre-given metaphor of the mother of the nation.

She does not only identify with a position offered by the nation,
but her sexual identity is also determined by the national principle. The
designated role of women in the family, motherhood as the sole female
function and value is elaborated along with the ideology of the biological
function and nature. When the family becomes the trope of the nation, the
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analogy of the story of the family and the history of the country (the
nation) appear in the narratives. Besides the designated women’s stories
and the marriages in favour of the stabilization of the nation, the inter-
locked feminine and masculine roles come to light, but instead of the
possibility of self-representation for men, Ilona does not become the sub-
ject of her own story because that was possible for men only.

Properties of the text

What specific devices does this narrative use in order to construct and
interchange causal relationships in a manipulative way? As outlined
above, Zrínyi Ilona has to take a fixed position regarding her gender roles,
her sexual identity is swallowed up by the nation, and every aspect of her
identity (ethnic, class, gender) becomes dissolved in the national identity.
The national ideology extends itself into the subject’s body. How does
Ilona Zrínyi become a national symbol, how does a national ideology
monopolize the body of the female subject?

Controlling sexuality and reproduction is important to nation-
building and to maintaining national identity. The expression of sexual
desire and practice is also defined by the development of coherent gender
norms in the regulatory practices of power. The fictional Ilona Zrínyi
becomes controlled by power in that her sexual desire is determined by
the active or passive roles men play in nation-building. The narrative
about her private life becomes intertwined with the public sphere of the
nation, the public takes over the private. The woman’s social and sexual
identity is subordinated to the national identity. Her desire grows with her
readiness to be of service to her homeland. Ferenc Rákóczi II is repre-
sented as subordinate to his mother and as unable to separate from her,
thus she is represented only in her role as mother, nurse, and shelter. She
can desire Thököly only because he positions himself as a leader, his life
being determined by his fight against the Emperor and for his country.
Ilona Zrínyi is aware of why she needs him: their encounter is defined by
a sense of belonging and the physical experience of love. Thököly, the
leader, smites the armies of the Emperor and recaptures castles; he thus
perfectly embodies the man she needs, he almost acts out her intentions.
However, her desire makes her the servant of the man (the nation): she
follows and serves him by wanting nothing else. The discursive practice
puts the biological sex in the service of a national gender construction and
does not allow the woman to be the subject of a different desire. At this
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point the desires are not only oriented by the patriarchal discourse, but the
structure of institutionalization extends to a combination of national tenets
and sexual desires. When the anti-Turkish Zrínyis’ daughter becomes
aware of Thököly’s pro-Turkish feelings, her desire for him abates.34 This
rhetorical practice is by no means limited to Szentmihályi-Szabó’s novel;
we can also find it in Vértes’s representation of Ilona Zrínyi: “Amidst
love’s pleasures, in passionate embraces, during sweet, intoxicating teas-
ing, Ilona never failed to mention the great idea of Hungarian freedom.”35

The body becomes monopolized by the national ideal in that a
causal relation is established between sexual identity and national identity:
the carrier of sexual desire becomes nationalized. In the interchange of
cause and effect sexual desire is subordinated not only to the masculine but
both become engulfed by the national and thus made normative.36 The
identification of sexual identity with national ideology is a performative
act: both femininity and masculinity are tied to the biological sex. The
metaphorical protection of national borders is imposed upon the body; thus
the control of the personal physical aspect also becomes essential to
national security. Guarding the borders becomes synonymous with keep-
ing to acceptable sexual boundaries, and through this “border guarding”
the techniques of power can reinforce and homogenize the national com-
munity.

Such examples might seem to point to the national appropriation
of sex, but what is of equal interest is the historical construction created by
discursive practice. Here we might recall, as per Habermas’s account that
the public and the private are not separated in the representative public
sphere, that the reigning prince/princess represents his/her status and also
him-/herself. To choose Ilona Zrínyi as a reigning princess (fejedelem-
asszony) within the feudal representative public sphere is problematic and
also provocative because already as a historical figure she resists this
cliché. In Várkonyi’s portrait, on the other hand — which could offer an
alternative representation as a basis for a different kind of collective
memory — she is a politician who actively shapes her own image, a sub-
ject who resists the roles imposed upon her and challenges the meanings of
the prescribed national narrative. It is obvious, though, how in the Hun-
garian context of the Horthy-era the national public and private spheres
become interlocked: the reproductive practices of sexual desires come
under state control and they wrap around the given figure (here Ilona
Zrínyi) the construct of a public representation that the power structures
can identify with.
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National framework — maternal framework

Given that Ilona Zrínyi resists the strategies of patriarchal power, she
becomes an ambivalent patriarchal symbol at the intersection of mirroring
representations and of a historical narrative. The realization of national
totality through language can be caught in the arbitrarily created symbol of
maternity. As seen above, social separation of gender roles is important
within nationalist ideology. Through national discourse, biological and
gender roles overlap with metaphorical identification. The protection of
national territory becomes gendered: the military has masculine connota-
tions — courage, force, heroism — whereas the feminine equals weakness
and submission. As such it is linked to peace and must be protected.

In order to consider the protection of the nation (of women) as
men’s undertaking, at the level of discourse, weakness must be demons-
trated as a biological given. If borders were to be violated, it would imme-
diately have to be proclaimed as an anomaly. Therefore the heroines
represented as national and patriarchal symbols must be dethroned and
domesticated. Motherhood as an institutional practice falls into the hands
of the power of the state. Maternal characteristics of feminity have to be
emphasized and subordinated to the service of the nation. Ilona Zrínyi
hardly fits the ideal of a conservative man — the pure, virtuous, passive
woman — as, being an active politician and decision-maker, she does not
need his protection. In order to maintain the feminine ideal, the national
pantheon had to prove that she defended the nation through her maternal
abilities — otherwise she would become a threat to the symbol of the
nation. The patriarchal and national representations of motherhood turn her
into a mythical ideal of maternity and the apparent contradictions are
resolved through her subordinaton. Her place is fixed in traditional roles,
she becomes a guardian of tradition who already as a young woman
demonstrates maternal feelings toward her younger sister.37 She is con-
structed as a mother that her son will be able to identify with. In Munkács,
she only protects the rights of her children; rather than being “a swag-
gering woman who dresses in an armour and puts herself on display, she
was a princely-proud woman, a heroine through her maternal love and
spousal fidelity.”38 In her young son Ferenc Rákóczi, she reinforces the
value of fighting for and belonging to the nation through imaginary
mediation by singing him songs and telling him fables about valiant heroes
who fight the Turkish invader. Despite her ambiguities, her only merit to
Hungarians becomes having given birth to and nurtured Ferenc Rákóczi II.
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The level of specificity and the degree of completeness: an ideological
point of view

Like Szentmihályi-Szabó’s biographical novel, other national narratives
about women were also written for a wide though predominantly female
audience. We can track the propaganda, the intention to influence public
opinion through various narrative devices such as in what kind of logical
order the events appear, what parts of the events are withheld, what kind of
“facts” are overemphasized, and how the ideological viewpoint and the
characters’ use of language are activated. The hidden discursive processes
not only convey to the readers group values and norms but they also
inform about the creation of social consciousness and public opinion so
that the reader makes his/her own conclusions as per the implied power
interest.

Szentmihályi-Szabó’s novel about Ilona Zrínyi is a rhetorical
construct that puts into representational practice women’s fixation within
the space and homogenous time of the nation thus legitimizing it. We have
seen that this narrative constitutes Ilona Zrínyi as a national symbol, her
figure is identified with the nation both at the synecdochical and
metaphorical levels. The synechdoche stands for the part of the whole,
while this part also becomes identical with the whole as in a metaphor: the
private and public, the family and the nation all merge into one. The nation
monopolizes the female subject through its biological and sexual identity,
it directs her desires so as to submit it to the idea of the national com-
munity. How does the ideology expressed in the narrative viewpoint serve
this discursive practice?

The narrator’s speech from a privileged, omniscient position does
not only describe the characters’ inner lives. The thoughts, emotions and
memories of the protagonist are told through narrative descriptions, but it
is worth examining the ideological position of the narration and how the
represented world is ideologicaly mediated. Although the novel is first and
foremost written according to the principles of realism, the relationship
between the story and the narration is characterized by multiple perspec-
tives and a frequent shift in points of view. True, the narrator relates the
events in close succession, but the division of the narrative is not achieved
by breaking it up into chapters but rather through a change in space, time
and point of view. However, despite this multiplicity in perspectives, there
are no different worldviews; instead, one dominant ideological point of
view transpires and the events and characters are evaluated according to a
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single value system. The other points of view are subordinate to the domi-
nant point of view and the characters are also subjected to this ideological
viewpoint.

There is an emphasis in the narrative on everybody presenting
themselves, and this self-presentation usually goes against how others
view them. The character of Ferenc I Rákóczi, for example, is represented
from Ilona Zrínyi’s perspective and value system. Ferenc is thus seen as
weak and unprotected, as someone who needs protection. He has only a
few chances to speak, but the psycho-narrative insertion makes it obvious
that he is aware of Ilona’s desire not being directed at him. In the follow-
ing course of the narration, the multiple perspectives become subordinated
to the national ideological point of view: the national identity goubles up
every other identity of the subject. When young Ilona feels that Rákóczi is
able to reconcile the Protestants and to wield power, she looks at him
“with the gentle bashfulness of nascent love” and sees him as “superior to
others”. Ferenc’s reaction is conveyed through an internal narrative per-
spective: “As if his woman’s desire called out for him, Ferenc made a
move.”39 But when his mother’s servant enters, Ilona’s desire subsides,
and we can see from Ferenc’s perspective that he feels he has been caught
in a net. He had signed a contract, and if he does not obey, Peter Zrínyi
will take Ilona away from him.40 Ferenc might appear as a national hero
from his own perspective, but the interspersed narrative voices and the
image transpiring through Ilona Zrínyi’s perspective create an image of
him as that of a cowardly anti-hero who leaves the battlefield and seeks
refuge at his mother’s so as to escape execution. When the Wesselényi
conspiracy is unveiled, Ilona begins to see Rákóczi’s cowardice and his
weakness: “conscious of her helplessness, she would have liked to shout
out into the world how disappointed she was by all living men! She only
ever found strength, endurance, and pride amongst women!”41 Other ele-
ments of this ideological point of view can be found in other terms,
phrases, and symbols, which directly belong to the authorial voice. The
worldviews of the characters are thus constructed and linked with their dis-
course.

Conclusion

Representations of Ilona Zrínyi as a symbolic Hungarian border guard are
geared toward ideologically maintaining the Hungarian national com-
munity in separation from others. The cultural codes of masculinity and
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femininity — in customs, religion, literature, art production, language,
clothing, behaviour — are inscribed in the operation of a national dis-
course as a power tenet. The intersectionality of nation–gender–sex within
the national sphere evolves as the national discourse and/or the discourses
of gender and sexuality are changing in a given society. That is to say that
these structures and discourses are in an interdependent relation. These
are not fixed categories but rather cultural and historical constructions and
competing political and symbolic areas where groups struggle with each
other for control over their meanings.42 When a society’s institutional
cultural discourses form the surface of a nation’s  space and time through
its symbols’ totalizing representations, gender is dichotomized through
discourse into social production (male identity) and reproduction (female
identity) thus tying masculinity and femininity to biological gender roles.

We cannot understand the concept of nation and nationalism
without analyzing the integration of gender and sexuality in the concept of
nation. The analysis of the discursive practices of power, control and
hegemony in the representations of Ilona Zrínyi can be understood if we
examine the relationship between gender, sexuality and nation. Her
historical figure became easily appropriated by a representational practice
rooted in a romantic historiographic tradition, which incorporated a mid-
19th century national model of femininity into its own image without any
reflection and through the exclusion of a critical historical consciousness,
and made it into its national symbol based on the idea of sameness. Such
1920s’ and 1903s’ representations of the 17th century not only meant a
strengthening of patriarchal roles, but they also attached fixed gender
identities to a homogenizing and totalizing nation-construct and thus
reinforced governing power structures.

Meanwhile, another narrative about Ilona Zrínyi could also be
told. Its heterogeneities would disturb the homogenizing processes and its
third space would deconstruct the essentialism of the imagined com-
munity.43 Its subject would resist the nationalist calling and it would
evoke the trope of an alternative national allegory. But such a narrative
would create a very different past and also a very different present.

NOTES

1 Countess Ilona Zrínyi (Jelena Zrinska), 1643-1703, was born in the
famous Croatian Zrinski family in Osalj, Croatia. Her mother was Katarina
Frankopan. Her father, Petar Zrinski (Peter Zrínyi), Ban of Croatia was executed
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by the Habsburgs for high treason. Her first husband was Ferenc (Francis)
Rákóczi I, the elector prince of Transylvania whom she married in 1666. Their son
was Ferenc Rákóczi II, the leader of the Hungarian uprising against the
Habsburgs. As a widow, she inherited and controlled the vast Rákóczi estates and
married Imre Thököly, the leader of the so-called Kuruc rebellion against the
Habsburgs in the 1680s. Ilona defended the family castle in Munkács, Ruthenia -
Mukachevo in present-day Ukraine — against the Habsburgs for 3 years. Finally
overpowered, she was taken to Vienna. Her children were taken from her and
educated under the auspices of Leopold I. Eventually Ilona Zrínyi and Thököly
went into exile in the Ottoman Empire and later died in Nikomedia (Izmit).

2 Today Mukachevo in Ukraine.
3 Ágnes R.Várkonyi’s historical research serves as inspiration for my

interpretation based on critical discourse analysis. Ágnes R. Várkonyi, Zrínyi
Ilona, „Európa legbátrabb asszonya” [Ilona Zrínyi, Europe's most courageous
woman] (Budapest: Magyar-Török Baráti Társaság, 2008).

4 On the “dowager role” see more in László Kürti’s article in Hungarian
„A nemek képei” [Images of gender], in Andrea Pető, ed. Társadalmi nemek képe
és emlékezete Magyarországon a 19-20. században. [Image and memory of
gender in 19-20th-century Hungary] (Budapest: Nők a Valódi Esélyegyenlőségért
Alapítvány, 2004), 113-131. In English see László Kürti, “Eroticism, Sexuality
and Gender Reversal in Hungarian Culture,” in Sabrina Petra Ramet, ed., Gender
Reversals and Gender Cultures: Antropological and Historical Perspectives
(Routledge, London, New York, 1996), 148-163.

5 The first edition of the novel was published in 1939. I will be quoting
from the following edition: Szentmihályiné-Szabó Mária, Zrínyi Ilona. (Bukarest:
Kriterion, 1992).

6 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere:
An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. by Thomas Burger and
Frederick Lawrence (Boston: MIT Press, 1989).

7 See George Mosse, Nationalism and Sexuality: Middle-Class Morality
and Sexual Norms in Modern Europe (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1988); Nira Yuval-Davis, Gender and Nation (London: Sage, 1997); Sidonie
Smith and Gisela Brinker-Gabler, Writing New Identities. Gender, Nation and Im-
migration in Contemporary Europe (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1996); Tamar Mayer, “Gender Ironies of Nationalism: Setting the Stage” in
Gender Ironies of Nationalism: Sexing the Nation (London and New York:
Routledge, 2000), 1-24.

8 Anne McClintock, “Family Feuds: Gender, Nationalism and the
Family,” in Feminist Review 44 (Summer 1993): 61.

9 Rada Ivekovic and Julie Mostov, “Introduction,” in From Gender to
Nation (Ravenna: Longo, 2002), 9-27.

10 A term coined by Benedict Anderson.
11 McClintock, “Family Feuds: Gender, Nationalism and the Family,” 61.
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12 Ivekovic and Mostov: “For women cannot claim identity with(in) the
nation, or when they do so, they risk disloyalty to the higher gender/national
principle which proscribes roles and hierarchies.” From Gender to Nation, 12.

13 Yuval-Davis, Gender and Nation, 60-61.
14 At this time woman’s sexuality had already been thematized in

literature. Renée Erdős’s poems and narratives were  significant in this respect. On
Erdős, see Agatha Schwartz, Shifting Voices. Feminist Thought and Women’s
Writing in Fin-de-siécle Austria and Hungary (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-
Queen’s University Press. 2008), 173-182.

15 Andrea Pető, Napasszonyok és holdkisasszonyok : a mai magyar
konzervatív női politizálás alaktana [Women of Sun and girls of Moon: A mor-
phology of contemporary conservative Hungarian women doing politics] (Buda-
pest: Balassi, 2003).

16 Ida Blom, Karen Hagemann and Catherine Hall, eds., Gendered
Nations. Nationalisms and Gender Order in the Nineteenth Century (Oxford:
Berg, 2000).

17 Szentmihályi-Szabó wrote an essay entitled “Mire tanít ma bennünket
Zrínyi Ilona?” [What can Ilona Zrínyi teach us today?] (Budapest, Athenaeum,
1943), in order to illustrate and comment on her novel. Here and further,
translations from the Hungarian original are by the author.

18 Eric Hobsbawm, “Mass-production Traditions: Europe, 1870-1914,” in
Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 263-307.

19 Hobsbawm, ”Introduction,” in Hobsbawm and Ranger, The Invention
of Tradition, 1-14.

20 Sándor Takáts, Régi magyar nagyasszonyok [Hungarian dowagers of
the past] (Budapest: Élet, 1914).

21 Gyula Szekfű’s Száműzött Rákóczi [The exiled Rákóczi] (Budapest,
1913) provoked a substantial debate. Takáts wanted to be loyal to Szekfű.
However, Takáts ignored Ilona Zrínyi in his later significant book about the Hun-
garian dowagers, Magyar Nagyasszonyok I [Hungarian dowagers I] (Budapest,
1926). Narrative images between the two World Wars were largely based on the
tenets established by Takáts. Magda Kállay produced a summary of the literary
representations of Ilona Zrínyi from Kálmán Thaly to Ferenc Herczeg (Zrínyi
Ilona a magyar szépirodalomban [Ilona Zrinyi in Hungarian literature],  (Buda-
pest: Városi nyomda, 1942), in her introduction heavily relying on Takáts’s work.
She stressed that all of Ilona Zrínyi’s acts and thoughts were a manifestation of the
specific Hungarian national soul; she seems to have been a patriotic devotee of
nationalist politics.

22 Takáts, “Nagyasszonyainkról,” in Magyar Nagyasszonyok I, 10 and 40.
23 József Vértes, Zrínyi Ilona ura, I. Rákóczy Ferenc. Történeti regény.

[Ilona Zrínyi’s husband, Ferenc Rákóczi I;  A historical novel] (Budapest: Lég-
rády, 1922), 71.
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24 Várkonyi,, Zrínyi Ilona, 182-184.
25 Ibid.
26 Nóra G. Etényi, “A 17. századi közvéleményformálás és propaganda

Érsekújvár 1663-as ostromának tükrében, 1663” [Shaping public opinion and
propaganda in the 17th century in relation to the siege of Érsekújvár in 1663]
Aetas, 1995/1: 97.

27 Várkonyi, Zrínyi Ilona, 184.
28 Ibid.
29 This literary terminology was based on the concept of the “French

novel” created by Zsigmond Kemény in the mid-19th century. See Zsigmond
Kemény, Élet és irodalom [Life and literature], ed. Gyula Tóth (Budapest:
Szépirodalmi, 1971).

30 Homi K. Bhabha, “DissemiNations: Time, Narrative and Margins of
the Modern Nation,” in ed. Homi K. Bhabha, Nation and Narration (London and
New York: Routledge, 1990). 291-322.

31 Ibid., 292-294.
32 György Csepeli, „Versenyben az identitásért” [Competing for iden-

tity], Valóság 1991, no. 12: 18.
33 Mózes Gaál, I. Rákóczy Ferencné, Zrínyi Ilona (Budapest: Franklin,

1899), 8.
34 Szentmihályi-Szabó, Zrínyi Ilona, 214.
35 Vértes, Zrínyi Ilona ura, 69.
36 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble. Feminism and the Subversion of

Identity (New York: Routledge, 1990), 25-34.
37 Szentmihályi-Szabó, Zrínyi Ilona, 6.
38 Gaál, I. Rákóczi Ferencné, 62.
39 Szentmihályi-Szabó, Zrínyi Ilona, 94.
40 Ibid.. 95-96.
41 Ibid., 103.
42 Tamar Mayer, “Gender Ironies of Nationalism,” 1-2.
43 Bhabha, ”DissemiNations”, 305.
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